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After nearly losing his life to an assassin, Stephen LaPointe resigned from his pastorate as a

Congregational minister. He made this radical decision as the result of a crisis of truth. This

decision had many immediate ramifications for his vocation, his career, and most significantly

for his marriage and family. Now, a year later, no one knows where he is. He has disappeared.

Out of love, as well as remorse, several people - an old friend, his estranged wife, and a

potential enemy - set out separately to find him. This is a story of conversion of heart, of mind,

and of love.
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Reviews of "Pillar and Bulwark""Marcus Grodi weaves the web of story with consummate skill

and interweaves the threads of theology with seemingly seamless ease. His new novel warms

the heart, informs the head and invigorates the spirit."-- Joseph Pearce, authorLiterary

Converts andTolkien: Man and Myth, A Literary Life"Readers of Marcus Grodi's earlier work will

recognize immediately the special touch of this writer, namely, a narrative which, grounded in

the common stuff of our mortal life, with all that this means of happiness, sorrow, perplexity,

doubt, struggle, and fulfillment, brings the reader on through to what T. S. Eliot called 'The

Permanent Things.' Deo gratias for that great Pillar and Bulwark."-- Dr. Thomas Howard,

authorEvangelical Is Not Enough and Lead, Kindly Light"A rather famous storyteller once said

that fictions are 'God's grandchildren.' Marcus Grodi knows this truth, and his drama follows the

lines of the art that made the world. Here, in Pillar and Bulwark, is providence, with all its

patterns and surprises, drawing lives together even as it seems to push them apart. God's

drama keeps us turning the calendar pages from day to day. That rare novelist who

successfully imitates God will also keep us turning pages. This book is a pageturner."-- Mike

Aquilina, authorThe Fathers of the Church"Marcus Grodi, a Christian man for all Seasons and

all Media, has written another thriller set in the world that he knows intimately, the world of

spiritual struggle in the setting of Family and Faith that does not leave space for easy choices.

You the reader may well find yourself in this compelling novel."-- Rev. C. J. McCloskey III,fellow,

Faith and Reason Institute, Washington, D.C.;author Good News, Bad News: Evangelism,

Conversion, and the Crisis of Faith"Marcus has written an engaging story with a vital message.

The characters will come alive because they reflect in a novel manner the real experiences of

real people! Rather than spoil the story for you, let me just urge you to buy and read a copy.

Like me, you will enjoy it so much you will want to pass it along to a friend."-- David B Currie,

authorRapture: The End-times Error that Leaves the Bible Behind"Pillar and Bulwark is

beautiful narrative of conversion that weaves together elements of Truth in a captivating vision.

A story of love and sacrifice, it captures the experience of many who find themselves on a

journey to the fullness of faith."-- Dr. Kenneth J. Howell,senior fellow, Newman Center, Univ. of

Illinois, Chicago;author Ignatius of Antioch and Polycarp (Early Christian Fathers)"The Psalmist

asks, "When the ancient foundations are being destroyed, what can the righteous do?" In a

masterwork of fiction, Marcus Grodi gives us strong Christian men and women whose long

held traditions are being shaken to the very core. Listen to their innermost thoughts as they

struggle to answer life's most vital questions. Only a 'Pillar and Bulwark' will stand-up to the

attacks they must endure. A riveting read!"-- Rob EvansThe "Donut Man""Here is a story that is

full of life even though it starts in a graveyard. It captures the mindset of a huge cross-section

of America that gets swept away by apocalyptic and anti-Catholic hysteria. And yet the book

offers its lessons gently and warmly. You will understand why anyone who sits down with

Marcus Grodi immediately feels comfortable."-- Dale Ahlquist,president, American Chesterton



Society;author G.K. Chesterton: Apostle of Common Sense"Marcus has done it as few others

can. He has woven top-notch apologetic lessons with a riveting story. The read is so good, you

sometimes don't realize how much truth you are learning."-- Dr. Ray Guarendi,psychologist,

radio show host,author You're a Better Parent Than You Think!
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PART 1: HE RESTORETH MY SOUL123456789

1Scott Turner's NarrativeThe wispy grayness of the Ohio winter sky was filtering between the

groping, naked arms of the overarching trees.I stopped my stereotypical white Chevy

conversion van at the light, and couldn't help but notice the endless, rolling cemetery off to my

left. The graveyard's low wall jutted right up against the recently widened street, so I could

easily see monuments of countless shapes and sizes. Some of the surnames were vaguely

familiar, while others made me wonder.The light changed, but as I began moving forward, an

enormous tombstone rose into view. I braked abruptly and stared. It wasn't the stone figure

perched on top -- a soldier leading a gallant charge and beckoning others to follow -- that

caught my attention; it was the names.The car behind me laid on its horn, justly. But those

names! Stephen Storeson, Father; Sara Storeson, Mother; Scott Storeson, Son. It wasn't the

unusual surname, but the given names that arrested me: Stephen ... Sara ... Scott.I'm

beginning with that event because as I look back, the grouping of those three names seems far

too coincidental. Since I don't believe in coincidence, I can only wonder, was this some kind of

sign, or perhaps an omen?My name is Scott Turner, and I'm a radically different person today

than I was when I skirted past that graveyard nearly a year ago. Certainly, to some extent, we

all can say this. Every cell in our bodies replaces itself every seven years -- so physically we're

different people today than we were even last week, and I daresay a few of us, including me,

missed the improvement lane.More importantly, though, unanticipated spiritual, emotional, and

relational upheavals overhaul each of us persistently. None of us remains the same. If we think

so, we're just blind stupid. A river looks the same every day, but the water passing by has never

passed us before.I'm not telling my story because I believe I'm special -- far from it. Rather, I'm

telling it because I believe that what I discovered, by the mercy of God, is important. Important

enough to sacrifice nearly everything else in my life.I'm writing this in a quiet upper room of our

modern yet rustic cabin in southeast Maine, overlooking a river not far from Kennebunkport.

Before me on my desk is a picture called Christ Pantocrator, traditionally considered the



earliest existing icon of our Lord Jesus. Next to this is an early picture of my family: my wife,

Diane, and our four children, Susanna, Elisa, Deborah, and Eddy. That was a happier time.

Today, I feel very much alone, but I'm getting ahead of myself.This journey began, I suppose,

many years ago, long before my heart had any inkling it was on a journey. It picked up speed

and came to a climax, however, over the course of one week that began the day I passed that

cemetery.The first thing I recall of that momentous week was the hot, delicious fragrance rising

from two homemade cherry cobbler pies. My wife's mother, Dorothy, was placing them before a

circle of hungry eyes. When she stood back smiling, the faces must have appeared contorted

through the waffling, sumptuous air. Our youngest, Eddy, strained with impatience as he waited

to be served. Diane had trained him well.I remember all of this vividly because I was not

enjoying those precious treasures, for I was preparing to leave my family for a one week,

personal excursion back East.From the living room, where Diane and I were watching our

family gorge themselves, she asked, her mischievous smile aimed temptingly up into my eyes,

"Scott, honey, do you really have to go?"Before answering, I gave her a lingering kiss. "It's not a

'have to,' darling. We've discussed this. But it's something that I need; to reconnect. I'm

feeling . . . detached."There were other reasons, but I didn't think she'd understand those."I

know," she said, kissing my cheek. "I want you to go.""Thanks. You're the greatest." I enveloped

her in my arms, as passionately as was permitted within the sight of grandparents and

children. I suppose you might say she was nearly engulfed by my bulk. (Though recently forty-

five, I'm fairly vigilant about staying fit. To be honest, though, I may look like I could step back in

time and take my place on the defensive line, but it's been nearly sixteen years since I turned

in my professional gear and playbook. I would fall like tissue paper before the new breed of

young bucks.)"Awthum pie!" Eddy exclaimed through a mouth ringed with cherry filling.Diane

and I backed away to hide our laughter."I'll drive careful and check in with you around nine or

so.""All right, dear. Say hi to everyone I know."With that we returned to the dining room for my

departing speech."I hate to leave," I explained, shamefaced as I hurried around the table,

shaking hands, kissing, or patting backs, whichever was appropriate. First Diane's parents,

Dorothy and Homer; then our oldest daughter Susanna and her husband Stu; our middle

daughter, Elisa, home from state college; Deborah, our youngest daughter, a freshman at

Rowsville High; and of course Eddy. I avoided the cherry stains by ruffling his curly blond hair.

I'd save my taste of cobbler for the road."Love you all," I said one last time and, grabbing a

thermos of coffee and a brown bag of snacks, I dashed out the front door.Within minutes, I had

traversed the gravel country roads and was driving due north along a recently paved, four-lane

highway. In a half hour, I would reach the turnpike, the official starting-point of my journey from

the flat farmlands of northwest Ohio back to the mountains of New England, to the region

Diane and I had called home for over fifteen years, and specifically to the peaceful and

memorable mountaintop retreat called the Widow's Mite.When I began that journey, I was

serving as the new pastor of Rowsville Congregational Church, Rowsville, Ohio, named, I

presume, for the only thing you see in any direction. Being a minister was certainly not my

childhood dream. From the Pop Warner days of my youth, my dream, night and day, had been

to play professional football. Unlike the thousands of other boys across America who had

similar but unfulfilled dreams, I had the undeserved privilege of actualizing mine. God had

blessed me with a modicum of natural ability and mass. Driven by good coaching and an

infinite ego, I had won accolades as a high-school wrestling champion, a state champion

weightlifter, and the beloved hometown football hero of Sumac Lake, Michigan. With grades

that begged the question, my athletic prowess, nonetheless, led to a full four-year scholarship

to play defensive end for Southern Michigan Tech.Moving from the small pond of Sumac Lake



to the midsize college of Southern Tech, however, was an unexpected challenge. I worked

strenuously first to win a position against the reigning upperclassmen and then hold it against

the annual influx of equally determined freshmen. In the end, I earned my stripes and went

straight into the pros. I wasn't selected in the first draft or even the second or third, but when

selected by the Massachusetts Colonials, I wept, which looked mighty strange for a 240-lb

defensive end. I had attained my dream.Twenty-three years later, as I drove north on that

Sunday afternoon, a middle-aged, slightly paunchy preacher, I reminisced with reserved joy at

the seven seasons I once spent in the trenches.Just the thought of racing through and out of

the tunnel onto the field before seventy-five thousand screaming fans -- some for and many

against us -- brought on the exhilarating adrenaline rush. I missed the camaraderie and the

team spirit. I'd pass on the grueling weeks of August training camp, though, or the constant

pressure to pop pills to numb the pain or pump the muscles, or the humiliating backstabbing of

the pencil-necked news media. I didn't miss the daily physical and mental grind much either.

The mere thought of experiencing another "stinger" was enough to erase any envy of those

now playing the game. I still can't bend over without some pain from that disc-shattering blow

from Bubba "No Prisoners" Tooly.The money, though, had been great -- I had made more in

seven years than most people see in a lifetime. With the help of some trustworthy financial

advisors, I stashed away a respectable portion of this fortune I'd made punishing my bones. To

an embarrassing extent, however, I've kept my wife ignorant of the full extent of our net worth.

Anyone who did know would certainly realize that I didn't become a minister "for the money."

When I retired, I didn't need to work another day of my life, but what I've stockpiled is there for

my family, my children, and their future, minus, of course, a generous tithe to the Church. I

became a minister for the love of Jesus Christ. Thankfully, Diane and I have always been on

the same page when it came to subsisting on a pastor's salary.With all the downsides to pro

ball, however, I will always wonder whether the money had been worth it. With shame I

remember the days -- and nights -- of unrestrained debauchery, when I naively thought I was

accountable to no one. I was a professional, a hero, a modern gladiator! My name appeared

with praise almost weekly in the local sports sections. I was mobbed whenever I returned to

Sumac Lake or the campus of Southern Tech, but the Scriptures would one day nail me to the

wall: "Claiming to be wise, they became fools." [1][1] Rom 1:22.One particular midwinter

Sunday afternoon in Minnesota comes to mind. Steamy breath hovering about us as the

opposing force listened to the barking commands of their quarterback, muscles taut and ready

to spring, my team was holding a scant two-point advantage. This particular image remains in

my memory because it was the last play of my last professional game.Now, I was only thankful,

as I drove between the white fields, that all this was behind me. "But for the grace of God ..."

and Diane.Up until this stage in my trip, the four-lane highway north had been surrounded by

farmland waiting for the snow to leave and uncover the good dark fertile soil. At about this point

in my reflections, the fields, originally labeled the Black Swamp, morphed into suburbs and

then into that graveyard I mentioned earlier.Even with the people behind me blowing their

horns, it still took a few moments for me to break away from that marble soldier, rallying his

troops. Stephen ... Sara ... and Scott. These names will frame and define this story. And I

suppose I should add Raeph and a few others, but again that's getting ahead of myself.As I

finally pulled away from the cemetery, before me was a partially frozen river valley. Beneath the

frozen ice floe, frigid water eventually emptied north into a lake named after a decimated tribe

of Indians. I could have taken the interstate around and then onto the turnpike, but I was

curious. I wanted to see what was left of "the bridge," so I bore left.Prattsburg and Meander.

Two, small, nearly seamless Ohio communities divided only by the wide but shallow Meander



River but connected by a new four-lane bridge. I glanced to my left as I traversed the river, and,

just as I had been told, the evidence was now gone. Apparently, the engineers had presumed

the crumbling, hundred year-old concrete span would fall easily. Citizens from both sides of the

river, otherwise brutal football rivals, had gathered to watch the detonation. The newspaper

said everyone felt the ground shake as the scientifically placed charges ignited, but when the

dust settled into the winding dirty stream, the bridge stood defiant. It appeared unscathed and

laughing. Eventually, further thinking, planning, arguments, apologies, sweat, and explosives

were needed to rid the two cities of an old friend from which neither wanted to part. Many a

white bass and walleye had been taken there, on lines and lures cast into the northbound

current passing serenely a hundred feet below. But it had taken a mite more dynamite to erase

this tradition.A mite more dynamite. A humorously poetic phrase, but an acute one. I loved the

Widow's Mite, but I never dreamed, as I pressed on toward it, that my imminent encounter

there would have such a dynamic impact on my life.The Widow's Mite is a renovated hunting

lodge high up in the White Mountains of New Hampshire, owned and operated by a retired

French Canadian couple. For thirteen years now, during some mutually agreeable week in

February, the Mite has been the gathering place for a small cadre of Evangelically minded

Congregationalist pastors actively "fighting the good fight" amidst the growing liberalism of our

denomination.I was a "charter member." In fact, it may have been my suggestion to Ron Stang

that started us converging on this centrally located, New Hampshire mountain lodge. When I

was in seminary, one of my theology professors had taken our class for a weekend study

retreat out to the Mite and so began my infatuation. It instilled in me a dream to one day have

just such a mountain getaway for my own family.I fondly remembered my first visit to the Mite.

Back then I drove an all-wheel-drive SUV, which helped me ascend the steep gravel entrance,

from which the lodge had come into view atop the wooded knoll. Surrounded by tall fir and

spruce trees, it overlooked a spring-fed pond, with a panoramic view of Mounts Lafayette and

Washington. Opening the massive wooden front door, I walked into a spacious, real-wood-

paneled living room. To the left was the fieldstone fireplace that filled one wall and served as

the focal point for the entire structure. To either side of the fireplace were ceiling-high picture

windows. Leather lounge chairs, brass lamps, and card tables were distributed around the

room, arranged to encourage either clusters of conversation-seekers or individuals coveting a

corner in which to hide with a book. Above three-quarters of the room was a second-floor

landing, much like the balconies in large New England churches. Here were the second-floor

bedrooms, some doubles, some singles.
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C. Laursen, “Worthy sequel. When I learned that How Firm a Foundation had a sequel, I

doubted that would work. How does an author write a sequel to a mystery that is supposedly

solved? I was happily surprised! Because the quality writing in the sequel intertwined the

characters' lives so beautifully, this second book may be actually better than the first. Plus, as I

read the sequel, I realized that the first book did not answer all of questions. I really liked

learning more about what motivated the characters from the first book. Happily, in this second

book, I found that I liked some characters whom I had just dismissed in the first. One small

problem exists. It is better to have read the first book, before reading this one.”

LRH, “Personal conversion. This novel as you will find, is a story of conversion. The main

characters are Protestant ministers who are on a spiritual journey to find the truth. This novel is

well written and encourages the reader to consider a different way of understanding the

Catholic Christian faith.”

Christine B. Cawayan, “This book was superbly written; I couldn't put it .... This book was

superbly written; I couldn't put it down! I underlined so many points so that I remember them

when discussing these issues with Protestants and other non-Catholics.”

Ann Mulvaney, “A Gem. I thoroughly enjoyed this book. I read the first one (How Firm a

Foundation) years ago and re-read it so I could catch-up. The book was a tad predictable in

that you could figure out what was going to happen - kind of like watching a car wreck in slow

motion. I know this is a book I'll read again. I want to go back and check the scripture

references he makes.  Kudos to Marcus Grodi - job well done.”

Ricardo, “Good reading.. Book is enjoyable.”

Batjacboy, “Marcus Grodi's done it again. I was so happy to find out that How Firm a

Foundation had a sequel. I didn't want that story to end, and so I bought this one immediately

and read it in 3 days. Another great story (with great characters), and, once again, the way the

characters present the apologetics is clear and entertaining. Well worth reading, if you've read

the first one.I hope there's a third one coming . . .”

KMM, “Five Stars. Great”



L. Kasuboski, “Pillar & Bulwark. I felt the author wrote with the benefit of experience in having

written and rewritten his first novel, and this second novel was definitely a page turner. Enjoyed

a lot of the familiar characters from the first novel.”

Hoka, “Well written novel. Marcus Grodi is well known as the host of "The Journey Home" on

EWTN and also runs the Coming Home Network for lapsed Catholics, those interested in the

Church and men who may have a vocation to the priesthood. Read his first novel "How Firm A

Foundation" first, then go on to this one. They are both page turners; he writes really well. I'm a

Catholic, but I would recommend these books to anyone who would like to find out about

conversion to the one true Church in a fictional format. Both books are based on true stories.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Pillar and Bulwark. I took the audio book version. Easy to follow and quite

informative, Would recommend this. I have read both books in the series”

K. Doan, “Love Marcus!. Marcus Grodi is my HERO!!!! Love him and everything he writes and

everything he says.  The Journey Home is one of my favourite shows.”

The book by Marcus Grodi has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 27 people have provided feedback.
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